Introduction
 Jesney (2011a): Positional Licensing (e.g. Walker 2011 ) is more powerful in Harmonic Grammar (HG) than in OT  Only in HG can Positional Licensing produce licensing in multiple contexts (LMC) o Coronals in Tamil can appear in onsets (1) and in initial-syllable codas (1a, b) o They assimilate to a following onset elsewhere (2) (1 (Christdas 1998; Wiltshire 1995)  Jesney (2011a) shows that a Positional Licensing analysis of these facts is possible only in HG  In OT, LMC requires Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1999)  Jesney (2011a Jesney ( , 2011c suggests that Positional Licensing may entirely replace Positional Faithfulness in HG  This would be welcome o Positional Faithfulness makes incorrect typological predictions (Jesney 2011b (Jesney , 2011c o Positional Faithfulness and Positional Licensing overlap (Kaplan 2013 , Jesney 2011a o Both licensing constraints must outrank faithfulness, otherwise they have no effect  But this results in coronals surfacing only in the onset of the initial syllable because only there do they satisfy both licensing constraints
ii. ʔ *!  In OT the ranking that gives licensing power predicts that licensing only occurs at the intersection of the two licensing constraints -initial syllable onsets  The gener iz tion is th t coron s re owed s ong s they don't vio te oth icensing constr ints; must satisfy at least one of them o Harmonic Grammar allows this  Jesney (2011a) shows that the licensing analysis that fails in OT works in HG: (14) shows, the licensing constraint that motivates spreading is not weighted heavily enough to motivate non-coronal assimilation, regardless of directionality o If Positional Faithfulness is necessary for other reasons, we can use it to control directionality and there is no need to build it into licensing  Directional licensing also obscures the central aim of licensing, which is to have weak positions share features with strong ones, regardless of how that configuration is achieved  If directionality is a parameter within Positional Licensing, we predict that left-to-right assimilationi.e. onsets assimilating to codas -should be attested, yet it is not (McCarthy 2008) o The only way to avoid this is to build positional asymmetries into Positional Licensing: instead of specifying right-to-left assimilation, we specify that onsets can't assimilate. 
